Lesson 9

Problem Set

1. Recordings will vary. Count shows 230.
2. Recordings will vary. Count shows 150.
3. Recordings will vary. Count shows 540.
4. Recordings will vary. Count shows 170.
5. Recordings will vary. Count shows 132.
6. Recordings will vary. Count shows 225.
7. Recordings will vary. Count shows 214.

Exit Ticket

1. Recordings will vary. Count shows 155.
2. Recordings will vary. Count shows 155.
3. Recordings will vary. Count shows 124.
   Number of hundreds, tens, and ones will vary.

Homework

1. a. $1,000  
   b. $100  
   c. $10  
   d. $532  
2. Answers will vary. Count shows $430.
3. Recordings will vary. Count shows $414.
4. $50